
The Osh Lamp is a versatile and well designed water resistant G9 lamp holder that can be of help in the production of decorative 
bathroom and exterior light fittings. 

The Osh Lamp will solve many of the issues of IP44 certification but it should be noted that the individual light fitting will require 
appropriate testing before it can carry an IP certification label.

The Osh Lamp is comprised of three main parts:

1) The brass body with 10mm entry in base. This can be supplied with a shade ring or plain body version.
2) The ceramic G9 lamp holder
3) The glass cover or top, with thread.

The Osh Lamp can be fitted on to a light fitting in the same way as a traditional lamp holder, using the thread in the base. 

Technical Information

1) The Osh Lamp flex is threaded through the body of the light fitting, just as a conventional lamp holder would be. The                                                                                                                              
cables are pulled through the body of the light fitting. 

2) The Osh Lamp screws on to the 10mm thread (see diagram).

3) If there is a requirement for a conventional shade to be attached to the light fitting, this can be fitted in the usual manner, utilising an 
Osh Lamp version with a shade ring (see diagram).

4) The glass shade is unscrewed to insert a G9 x 40 watt max halogen lamp.

Hector Finch Lighting Disclaimer: All light fittings that use the Osh lamp must be independently tested before they can be sold as IP44 rated.  
Fitting an Osh lamp to a light fitting  does not automatically make that light fitting IP44 rated – Hector Finch Lighting take no responsibility for the 
IP rating of the light fitting to which an Osh lamp is fitted.  It is the responsibility of the manufacturer of the light fitting to obtain IP44 rating for the 
fittings that they wish to sell as IP44 rated.
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